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Brewing, Politics and Society in an Early Modern German

Town - a case study of Görlitz in Upper Lusatia

Katja Lindenau

On the evening of 12th June 1525, cloth
workers Alexander Boltze and Nickel
Werder visited the public house of
Johannes Hass, town clerk of Görlitz.
They reassured him that they had just
come for a beer and promised not to
cause any trouble. At around 9 pm, there
were almost one hundred guests in atten-
dance. When, at half past midnight, Hass
returned from his cellar, Alex Boltze met
him with the words 'Sir, there's a fire!'
whereupon all the guests left the building.
Not much later, when the news of the fire
had already spread throughout the town,
Hass and Boltze met again, with the cloth
worker worriedly enquiring 'Sir, what will
happen now?' Yet, rumour had it that
shortly afterwards he told other people
that the fire should be left alone and that
it was doing its 'proper work'.1

The account of the Great Fire 1525 by
town clerk Johannes Hass sheds much
light on the history of brewing and beer-
retailing in early modern Görlitz. It
reveals certain peculiarities and poses a
number of questions which this article
intends to explore: why did a town clerk
sell beer and to what extent was this
unusual? Why did the cloth workers apol-
ogize for their visit and emphasize their

good intentions? Were they perhaps
opponents or competitors who normally
did not get along? And where exactly was
this house of Johannes Hass where -
before the fire broke out - so many
guests enjoyed an evening drink? Before
we can answer questions of 'who', 'when',
'how' and 'where', however, it is neces-
sary to take a closer look at the location.

Early modern Görlitz - cloth trade and

beer

In the Middle Ages, the Upper-Lusatian
town of Görlitz - today situated on
Germany's Eastern periphery close to
the Polish border - was at the heart of a
wider European trading network. It occu-
pied an important place on the ancient
East-West route linking Paris and
Frankfurt/Main with Leipzig, Silesia and
the Ukraine. With its 10,000 inhabitants,
Görlitz was one of the largest towns
between Erfurt (Thuringia) and Wroclaw
(Silesia), two of the other main stations
on the so-called Via Regia. Throughout
the medieval and early modern centuries,
Görlitz's economy was dominated by
the production and sale of cloth. A woad
staple granted by the monarch forced
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anybody dealing with the plant (used in
dying cloth) to stop at Görlitz. From the
eleventh to the seventeenth century, the
King of Bohemia ruled over both Görlitz
and Upper Lusatia; after 1635 it was the
Elector (and later King) of Saxony.
Despite this formal subordination, the
town retained very considerable autono-
my, not least because of the long dis-
tance from Bohemia's capital Prague. To
compensate for the lack of local protec-
tion, Görlitz pursued a double strategy:
internally, by adopting strong council rule;
externally, by joining forces with neigh-
bouring towns (Bautzen, Löbau, Kamenz,
Zittau, Lauban) in the Lusatian League.
Within the latter, Bautzen acted as the
administrative capital, but Görlitz played
an important role as the seat of the repre-
sentative of the Bohemian king, who
resided near the parish church of SS
Peter and Paul.

This essay draws on a recent research
project on late medieval and early mod-
ern Görlitz. Rather than on the cloth
trade, it focused on the second main
source of economic prosperity, namely
the production of beer and its con-
sumption in public houses.2 In line with
growing interest in the multifunctional
role of public spaces like town halls,
churches, market squares and taverns,
the project examined beerhouses not just
with regard to core services like food,
drink and accommodation, but also
wider socio-cultural functions like the
dissemination of news, the agreement of
contracts and the arrangement of mar-
riages. By adopting a broad perspective,

it sought to gain a better understanding of
early modern public houses as focal
points for urban communication and
interaction.3

From an early stage, the extensive
source materials kept at the council
archive (Ratsarchiv) revealed substantial
differences between Görlitz and the
major German imperial cities. Despite a
substantial population and high numbers
of merchants and traders, five regular
inns catered for the needs of locals and
strangers within the town walls in the
sixteenth century. This modest figure
contrasts with more than 100 breweries
(then known as Brauhöfe) which domi-
nated the town's hospitality structure.
What, then, was the function of these
breweries and how exactly should we
imagine the production and retailing of
beer in Görlitz?

Brewing

From the Middle Ages, Görlitz had oper-
ated a system of 'brewing rotation':
Certain properties within the town walls
carried a brewing license which allowed
holders to brew a prescribed amount of
beer at specific intervals. The sources
refer to such a property as a Brauhof or
Bierhof (brewery) and to their owners as
Braubürger (brewing burghers).

The number of licensed properties in
Görlitz emerges from the town's tax lists
(libri exactorum) and further sources
such as the brewing register and the
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book of wills. Thanks to the fact that they
paid higher taxes, some 125 licensed
properties can be identified for the
beginning of the fifteenth century.4 The
early modern period brought a gradual
decrease: 112 breweries existed in 1500,
107 around 1600, 100 at the beginning of
the eighteenth century and 94 in the early
1800s (see Fig. 1).5 The volume of beer
brewed on these premises must have
been enormous, even accounting for the
rotation system which prevented all
owners brewing at the same time. Other
members of the Lusatian League operat-
ed a similar regime. By the mid-sixteenth
century, the neighbouring town of Zittau
had 114 breweries with a comparable
level of output.

As in many regions with brewing rotation,
no brewing guilds or other forms of col-
lective organization existed in Görlitz.
The town council supervised the brewing
process, measures, pricing and all other
beer-related matters through detailed
regulations. To prevent inequities, a
drawing of lots determined the brewing
sequence. Twice a year licensees con-
vened at the town hall to attend this
procedure and to hear the brewing regu-
lations read out to them. The actual work
on their premises was carried out by
professional town brewers. The council
provided the most important piece of
equipment: a brewing pan, documented
since at least the late fourteenth century.6

The capacity of this copper vessel was
called 'one beer'. It formed the basis for
permitted production volumes and taxa-
tion levels. At the same time, all licensed

properties were classified according to
the number of pans they could brew, with
the smallest known as 'three-' and the
largest as 'nine-beer' properties - the
latter being allowed to brew a pan of
beer nine times a year. Sadly, none of
the actual brewing pans has survived,
making it difficult to estimate the exact
quantity of 'one beer'. With reference to a
drawing showing the transport of the
Görlitz brewing pan7 and by comparsion
with measures of other Saxon and Upper
Lusatian towns, however, an approxi-
mate impression can be gained: in
Bohemia (the territory which Görlitz
belonged to until 1635) and neighbouring
Saxony, the respective figures vary be-
tween 22 and 114 hectolitres per brewage.8

From the late fourteenth century, princely
privileges secured an adequate level of
demand. In 1367, Holy Roman Emperor
Charles IV granted Görlitz a right subse-
quently known as Bierzwang, i.e. a
monopoly for local brewers over all town
inns and public houses (Kretschame) in
the villages within Görlitz' municipal juris-
diction.9 The only place where 'foreign'
beer could be purchased and consumed
was the wine cellar in the town hall.
Roughly at the same time as the
Bierzwang, Charles IV also granted the
council the exclusive license for selling
wine. As a result, the municipal wine
cellar (which was leased out to a tenant)
offered various wines as well as other
beers, albeit at a much higher price
than local produce. A council decree
(Willkür) of 1565, furthermore, allowed
burghers to purchase wine and foreign
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beer for domestic use on payment of a
special fee (Ungeld).

The ban on foreign beers, which contin-
ued well into the modern period, and
the restriction of wine imports caused
numerous conflicts between Görlitz and
other Upper Lusatian breweries looking
to expand their markets. Given that the
resulting confrontations have been traced
elsewhere,10 the following remarks focus
on the consumption of Görlitz beer within
the town itself.

Just like brewing rights, the retail sale of
beer also rotated. For a few weeks each
year, therefore, proprietors became
innkeepers and publicans. This explains
why so many people drank at the house
of town clerk Johannes Hass in June
1525 - it was his turn. To turn private
dwellings into temporary public houses
imposed considerable burdens upon their
owners. To start with, they had to
announce to both locals and strangers
which town houses sold beer at any
given time. For this purpose, Görlitz and
other towns developed the custom of
displaying beer signs outside the respec-
tive properties. These not only marked
the brewery as a public place, they also
acted as a visual reminder of the town's
peculiar licensing rules. In contrast to the
elaborate signs of inns in other localities,
which symbolized their permanent right
to offer alcohol and accommodation,11

those in towns with rotation systems
appear rather makeshift: a bundle of
brushwood and, at night, a fire basket by
the front door. Standardized signs -

wooden cones known as Bierkegel -
only emerged at the end of the sixteenth
century, when the council specified dis-
tinct colours for either mature beer
(bottled for quite some time) or more
recent brews (Lager or Märzen varieties).
The use of beer fiddlers also helped
people to find the right places.

In its regulation of opening hours, the
council prohibited the sale of beer during
times of divine service, both at inns and
in brewery houses. On Sundays, public
feasts and sermon days, guests could
only 'be seated' after 12 noon. At first
sight, closing times appear remarkably
generous: as late as 1532, an entry in
Tobias Kober's chronicle records that
brewing burghers 

must not during summer evenings sell beer

any later than one on the main hand, and in

winter no later than three at night, otherwise

they will be punished.12

If this seems very late, it has to be taken
into account that - well into the sixteenth
century - Upper Lusatia and Bohemia
calculated time according to the 'whole'
clock (ganze Uhr), i.e. counting of the
hours began when the sun set. This sug-
gests limited seasonal variations. The
license regulations of 1590 in Scultetus'
brewing register duly confirm that, from
Ash Wednesday, premises could stay
open until 10 in the summer months
and, from Michaelmas, until 9 pm in the
winter. At the same time, hosts were not
allowed to lock up as long as they had
guests.13 Their public houses only revert-
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Figure 2. License regulations in the brewing register of Bartholomäus Scultetus.



ed to family dwellings (and thus private
spaces) after the last patron had left.

This brings us to the issue of early mod-
ern differentiations between 'public' and
'private.' According to B. Ann Tlusty, even
a regular inn occupied a 'hybrid position
... as a simultaneously private and public
household'.14 The differentiation becomes
yet more complicated when looking at
premises only temporarily used as public
houses. Evidence from buildings and
documentary sources like wills points to
an internal differentiation of space. The
large ground floor halls of the breweries
were certainly used as drinking lounges,
sometimes also the often spacious rooms
on the first floor, while those at the top
tended to remain 'private'. Rotation sys-
tems as at Görlitz created particularly
complex relationships between the public
and private sphere, not only because of
the fact that some parts of breweries
were seen as more 'public' than others,
but also because of the temporary nature
of victualling services during a mere two
to four weeks each year.

While operating as public houses, brew-
eries focused on the sale of drink. The
council had restricted the serving of food,
which remained a prerogative of regular
inns. The latter were thus more multifunc-
tional than the breweries, where owners
were (at least in theory) not permitted to
offer accommodation or hot meals (even
though nobles and indeed the Bohemian
king occasionally stayed in the licensed
properties of distinguished councillors).
In line with their accommodation privi-

leges, three of the inns within the town
walls were situated in close proximity to
the main gates: the White Horse close to
the Reichenbach gate in the west; the
Blue Lion and the Golden Star somewhat
further into town on the Obermarkt, while
the Golden Tree and the Brown Stag
were right in the centre on the Unter-
markt. All inns lay on principal access
roads or squares frequented by mer-
chants and strangers and all had brewery
licences, although it cannot be estab-
lished with certainty at which point they
evolved from mere beerhouses into
fully-fledged inns. In the case of the two
breweries at Untermarkt 4 (Golden Tree)
and Untermarkt 26 (Brown Stag) the
term gasthoff [inn] already appears in
the late sixteenth century.15 There may
have been a connection to an event
known in Upper Lusatian history as the
Pönfall [punishment]. During the
Schmalkaldic War, the Habsburg-
Bohemian ruler, Holy Roman Emperor
Ferdinand I, requested military support
from the Upper-Lusatian towns. Troops
were duly levied, but disbanded again
in April 1547, shortly before the deci-
sive battle of Mühlberg. The Emperor's
punishment comprised not only the tem-
porary loss of municipal privileges, fiefs
and rural manors (as well as a massive
fine), but also the permanent imposition
of an annual beer duty. Many scholars
see the establishment of inns as the
burghers' attempt to recoup some of
the high costs associated with the re-
purchase of manors and the new tax.16

Subsequent lists of burghers also include
a number of newly-settled publicans - an
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occupation which, due to the town's rota-
tion system, had not existed before.

Politics

Who were these brewing burghers who
turned their dwelings into public houses
for several weeks each year? At the
beginning of this essay, we have already
encountered Johannes Hass, who
became town clerk in 1509 and a mem-
ber of the council in 1519. Hass acquired
a reputation as a staunch defender of

council rule and Catholic doctrines. He
did not reach the mayoralty until 1536,
but already played a major role within
the council by 1525, the year of the town
fire.17 Was he a typical representative of
the Görlitz licensees? Were most of his
fellow brewers council members and
high-ranking officials? One source at the
Görlitz council archives is of particular
help in answering these questions: the
brewing register kept by the Görlitz
humanist, town clerk and mayor
Bartholomäus Scultetus between 1571
and 1613.
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Figure 3: The brewing register of Bartholomäus Scultetus.
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This brewing register documents all 107
breweries over forty-five years, providing
information on their owners, the amount
of beer brewed on the premises and
occasionally property sales as well. The
exact locations, however, have to be
retrieved from other sources. Further
details on licensed premises and their
owners emerge from municipal tax
books (libri exactorum), where higher
assessments are a tell-tale sign of brew-
ery-status, and the collections of wills.
The latter include last testaments from
brewing burghers as well as incidental
references to licensed properties and
their owners. Complemented by supple-
mentary material like Christian Knauthes'
topography, a comprehensive catalogue
of 122 licensed properties could be
compiled for the period between 1500
and 1675.18 A disproportionate number
clustered around the Untermarkt (and
the neighbouring lanes Neißgasse,
Petersgasse, Brüdergasse) and the
Obermarkt.

In whose hands were these privileged
properties? And did their owners form a
homogeneous group within the town's
society? The area around Untermarkt
and Petersgasse may serve as a case
study of the connections between brew-
ing privileges and social status. It is
noteworthy that the most lucrative tene-
ments are all to be found in the vicinity of
the town hall and St. Peter's church.

The sixteenth-century estate of town
clerk (and later mayor) Johannes Hass
was located at no. 11, Petersgasse (mort-

gage reference 316 on both maps). He
possessed a full-scale, nine-beer prop-
erty which upon his death passed to his
son Valentin Hass (council member
1548-63, twice mayor), then to mayor
Melchior Steinberg (councillor 1592-
1614, municipal judge 1598-99) and
subsequently to the twice-elected mayor
David Tuchscherer (councillor 1601-24).
A neighbouring licensed property was no.
14, Peterstraße (mortgage reference
319), which in the mid-sixteenth century
belonged to Urban Meltzer (councillor
1535-47) and in the first year of the
brewing register (1571/72) to councillor
Elias Meltzer (who, as Scultetus duly
recorded, was about to be elected mayor
for 1572/73). Meltzer retained 14,
Petersgasse for several years, until in
1594/95 one 'Elias Meltzerin' appears as
the new owner. This was Ursula Meltzer,
widow of the former mayor, who had
inherited the property upon his death in
1594. As specified in her own will, the
'house or licensed property at
Petersgasse between Dr. David
Tuchscher and Peter Rücker' then went
to Georg Heinze for 1,700 thalers.19 The
latter, whom Scultetus lists as owner
from 1611/12, was Ursula Meltzer's
brother-in-law (councillor 1606-23, lay
judge from 1614 and, finally, municipal
judge from 1618).

A comparable sequence of municipal
office-holders can also be found among
the owners of the licensed property at
no. 1, Untermarkt (mortgage reference
1). For roughly two centuries, it belonged
to the Emerich family, whose most influ-
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ential members were Georg Emerich
(councillor 1470-1507, five times mayor),
his son Hans Emerich the Older (council-
lor 1532-37), son-in-law Franz Lindner
(municipal judge 1533-48, councillor
1548-64, three times mayor) and grand-
son Hans Emerich (councillor 1613-22,
twice mayor). In fact, during the time-
frame of this study (1500-1675), the
majority of the licensed properties on and
around Untermarkt were in the posses-
sion of councillors, lay judges, municipal
judges and mayors. The latter typically
resided in Petersgasse, the direct route
from the town hall via the Untermarkt to
St Peter's church.

Certain names appear time and again
among licensees, notably the Emerich,
Meltzer or Frenzel families who were
mainly engaged in the cloth trade. At
the same time, proprietors are particular-
ly conspicuous in the lists of councillors
and electoral records. By contrast, hardly
any master craftsmen, cloth workers, tan-
ners, butchers or bakers secured seats
on the council. Ownership of a licensed
property was effectively a requirement for
election to high office. Richard Jecht, an
authority on the history of Görlitz, regards
the right to brew as the main distinction
between 'actual burghers' and mere
craftsmen.20 Perhaps since the town's
foundation and certainly since they
acquired a monopoly over the cloth
trades, the Görlitz merchants had
reserved the brewing right for them-
selves. This privilege, in turn, formed the
prerequisite for any burgher who wanted
to become a council member.

The council consisted of eleven council-
lors and seven lay judges who were
annually chosen by cooptation from
among the town's licensees. The most
influential members were the Älteste
Herren [Senior Lords] who appointed the
principal officeholders, determined the
Geschoss [property tax] and, since the
late 1300s, chose the master craftsmen
of the guilds. Around the same time,
guild 'representatives' start to crop up
among council members, although it is
likely that these were loyal supporters
of their electors rather than lobbyists
for their crafts.21

There is no written basis, in the form of a
royal privilege or any other document, for
the council's highly oligarchic constitu-
tion and the key significance of brewing
rights. Rather, it looks as if a local custom,
linking brewing privileges with eligibility
to the council, consolidated during the
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. This
development triggered frequent demands
by the craftsmen for the 'ius braxandi'.
Since the late 1300s, they had often
revolted against their exclusion from
political participation. To some extent,
Emperor and King of Bohemia Charles IV
settled the first major uprising of 1369 in
their favour: the craftsmen were allowed
to brew for their personal needs, yet pro-
hibited from selling their produce. Other
basic demands, such as greater access
to municipal resources and participation
in the council, remained unfulfilled. Not
surprisingly, even more severe distur-
bances erupted in 1405. A delegation of
cloth workers intended to bring their
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demands before the Bohemian ruler, but
the council beat them to it and obtained
a letter by King Wenceslaus which de-
manded their obedience and effectively
revoked the brewing privilege granted to
them only a few years earlier. 

But, returning to a passage from the
report of the fire of 1525 cited above, why
did cloth worker Alexander Boltze
emphasize the fact that he would be on
his best behaviour in the town clerk's
public house? Was it to allay fears about
pub brawls commonly associated with
drinking and gambling? In this instance, it
is more likely that Boltze hinted at contin-
uing tensions between craftsmen and the
town elite. The blossoming of the cloth
trade and the upheavals of the
Reformation had triggered renewed calls
for a guild revolution in the first quarter of
the sixteenth century. Several rallies of
townspeople had already been held
when the fire of 1525 put a temporary
stop to the preparations. It took two fur-
ther years until the cloth workers, led by
the very Alexander Boltze, dared to rise.
Apart from a bigger say in government
and the right to convene, one key target
was again to obtain brewing rights for all
householders. Yet given the links
between beer licenses and council mem-
bership, the ruling elite of brewing
burghers defended their privileges vehe-
mently. The council rejected the rebels'
demands with reference to royal docu-
ments, but over the next days the cloth
workers kept up the pressure, especially
after some of their leading figures had
been arrested or forced to escape. As

soon as the council learnt about seditious
meetings, it acted vigorously: nine con-
spirators were executed, another three
incarcerated or exiled.22 None of their
demands were met - the cloth workers
remained excluded from the brewing
privilege.

What were town clerk Hass' intentions
when he alleged that cloth worker Boltze
had talked about the fire doing 'its proper
work'? Did such blazes not threaten the
livelihood of the poorer classes them-
selves? The phrase alerts us once more
to the conflict between the council, repre-
sented by Hass, and the cloth workers,
led by Alexander Boltze. In the light of the
topographical distribution of licensed
properties outlined above, Boltze's pur-
ported statement may well be interpreted
as a threat against the brewing burghers.
During the fire of 1525, large parts of the
Neiße quarter (Untermarkt, Petersgasse,
Neißgasse) and the Frauen quarter
(Untermarkt, Obermarkt, Brüdergasse)
fell prey to the flames. A total of 180 build-
ings, among them thirty-four breweries,
were destroyed. St. Peter's church and
the town hall could only be saved with an
enormous collective effort. Both of these
civic buildings symbolized aspects of the
conflict, in the case of St. Peter's not least
the council's initial reluctance to allow
Luther's new teachings into town.
Richard Jecht interpreted Hass' account
as an indication of the cloth workers'
hesitation (to say the least) to fight the
fire - something that verges on intellectu-
al arson (even though the fire actually
started in an oven house).23 Given the
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tensions between authorities and crafts-
men, the latter's reluctance to offer assis-
tance could be conceived as an attempt
to cause the brewing burghers actual
harm.

Society

The recurring demands of the craftsmen
underline the fusion of economic and
political power in the hands of the brew-
ing burghers. Through the combination of
personal prosperity and eligibility for civic
office (as councillor, lay judge or mayor),
the latter fulfilled two key criteria for an
urban 'elite'; a third - social esteem - was
also very much in evidence, not least
because of the high concentration of
licensed premises in the prestigious area
around the Untermarkt in the town cen-
tre.24 The common practice of 'upgrading'
to a more desirable property upon elec-
tion to high office provides further evi-
dence for the link between brewing rights
and social status.

One telling example is Franz Lindner, an
immigrant from Freiberg (Saxony) who
gained admission to the council as a lay
judge in 1548. Previously, i.e. during his
time as junior town clerk, town clerk and
- from 1533 - royal municipal judge, he
had probably lived in the household of
his father-in-law Hans Emerich at
Untermarkt 1 (a property he inherited
after Emerich's death). However, upon
his election to the position of lay judge in
1548, Lindener wanted to substantiate
his enhanced status with a licensed

property of his own. In an exceptional
move, the council allowed him to estab-
lish a new brewery on the Federmarkt.25

A similar case is that of Melchior
Steinberg whose council career began in
1592, shortly after he had purchased a
five-beer property at no. 32, Langen-
gasse, for the relatively modest sum of
1,025 marks.26 By 1594 he served as a
lay judge and decided to pay Gregor
Frenzel 2,000 marks for the more pres-
tigious nine-beer property at no. 11,
Petersgasse, formerly in the possession
of ex-mayors Johannes and Valentin
Hass.27 While there was no automatic
link from this property to the town's
highest offices, Steiner, too, was to serve
as municipal judge (1596-99) and even-
tually as mayor on less than than four
occasions.

Lindner's family connections and
Steinberg's financial investment suggest
that the most desirable breweries were
not just economic assets, but also sym-
bols of high social status. This position,
however, did not remain unchallenged
and had to be constantly reasserted.
How could it be secured on a long-term
basis? As recent studies of premodern
towns have shown, important clues on
elite strategies can be gained from
wills.28 Bequests of family property
simultaneously involved a transfer of
values, virtues and power, certainly in
the case study of Görlitz, where
licensed premises represented econom-
ic resources as well as markers of social
distinction. The outstanding position of
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the town's brewery burghers emerges
both from the value of inherited proper-
ties and the possessions listed in their
inventories. Patterns of pious and chari-
table bequests shed further light on this
group.

Although entry in the official town regis-
ter was a prerequisite for a will's validity,
only 138 brewing burghers feature
among the testators recorded betweeen
1581 and 1718. Given that there are no
gaps in the records, it appears that writ-
ten wills must have been the exception.
The default option was to accept the
intestate succession specified in the
municipal statutes, which favoured the
claims of natural children, parents and
siblings (while providing for the widow
either until she remarried or died).
Testators appear to have made addition-

al arrangements only when they feared
potential inheritance disputes, for exam-
ple in situations involving children from
several marriages (where estates were
often divided) or sizeable bequests for
religious or charitable purposes. Such
assignments of property were as legally
binding as actual purchases even though
no money changed hands. At the same
time, the transaction served to assess the
value of both property and movables and
is often referred to in the books by the
term kaufsweise.

In around half of all cases, testators
transferred breweries to their widows,
clearly to keep it within the family and to
prevent a division of their estate, a not
unlikely scenario under to the statutory
inheritance laws. Once the widow
accepted the will and took over the
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Will book Total no. Wills relating Percentage

of wills to breweries 

and inns

1581-1595 387 10 2.6

1596-1606 121 16 13.2

1607-1619 305 26 8.5

1619-1631 228 10 4.4

1631-1665 172 25 14.5

1665-1699 168 29 17.2

1700-1718 145 22 5.2

1581-1718 1,526 138 9.04

Figure 6: Surviving wills by brewing burghers in the will books from 1581 to 1718.



brewery, she usually had to settle the
claims of any other heirs, i.e. her children
or children from a former marriage, to a
share of the estate. Customarily, one half
was payable in cash and the rest - to
prevent immediate financial ruin - in fixed
instalments out of the brewery's profit
over a number of years. Securing the
property in this way also meant securing
the eligibility to the council for the testa-
tor's descendants and the social status of
the family within the town. The second
most popular form of testamentary
instruction made one of the children the
principal beneficiary. Again, mothers and
siblings had to be compensated in the
same fashion.

The potential risk of failing to leave a will
is exemplified by the case of brewery
burgher Thomas Kober, publican of the
Golden Tree. Upon his death, as speci-
fied in the municipal statutes, an invento-
ry was complied in preparation for the
traditional division of the estate. The
legacy consisted of the inn, the Haus am
Ring on the Untermarkt, three fields and
a stone shed. Since Kober had failed to
identify an heir, his daughter and two
grandsons divided the fields among
themselves, whereas the house was sold
for 2,100 marks and the profit split among
them.29 Given the high prestige of brew-
eries and their associated privileges,
such sales were very uncommon and
usually the result of economic difficulties.

Apart from securing the economic stand-
ing of widows and children, wills also pro-
vided for charitable causes. The

homogenity of the urban elite emerges
both from the choice of executors and
guardians, drawn exclusively from
among other brewing burghers and coun-
cil members, as well as the donations
themselves. After the Reformation, the
latter increasingly focused on education
and poor relief. Numerous testators
bequeathed large sums for destitute
students. Ursula Meltzer, for example,
widow of the former mayor Elias Meltzer,
doubled his scholarship for poor students
from 200 to 400 thalers, payable our of
the interest yielded by her estate.30 By
comparison, the average bequest of
twenty-five marks to the municipal hos-
pitals seems more than modest and the
same holds for the relatively few docu-
mented donations to the parish church
of SS Peter and Paul, usually for emer-
gency repairs or new altars.

The wills of the Görlitz brewing burghers
- their property, income, household goods
and financial bequests - testify to the
economic success of an urban elite. The
transfer of these economic resources
into a consistently high status was
achieved through means like personal
networks and marriage alliances, while
scholarships and poor relief reveal an
awareness of their social responsibilities.
The cultural practice of charitable
bequests cemented the prominent posi-
tion of brewing burghers within the
town's society.

Johannes Hass, himself a brewing
burgher, town clerk and mayor, explained
the wealth and socio-political standing
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of the main families in a concise and
perceptive manner: 'The nourishment of
burghers and the foundation of cities
depends on malting, brewing and retail-
ing in the same manner as nobles rely
upon their knighthood'31 - yet in Görlitz,
this bürgerliche Nahrung was restricted
to the brewing burghers and council
members, i.e. the urban elite.
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